### Single-Paragraph Summary Template: Response to Literature

**Identifying the Topic**

In Chapters ____-____ of *(NOVEL TITLE)* by *(AUTHOR)*

- examines
- describes
- introduces
- compares

- the characteristics of...
- the importance of...
- the need to

**Including Key Details**

- emphasizes …
- explains …
- focuses…
- discusses …

**Introducing the Content**

- details
- dialogue
- description
- action

- to illustrate…
- to suggest…
- to describe…
- to create…

- is a key detail
- is a powerful example
- is essential information

- that shows …
- that explains …
- that indicates …. 
- because …

- is another key characteristic
- is additional information

- that illustrates …
- that indicates
- that explains …
- because …

**Including Key Details**

**Conclusion**

- support
- confirm
- clarify
- reinforce

- the characteristics of
- the nature of
- the link between…
- the significance of